Technology and Learning Project Diary Form

Thank you for agreeing to provide us with a diary that records some of your use of technology. In order to help you direct your thoughts you might find the following prompts and questions useful, although please don’t feel restricted by them. If you would like to talk us about something which doesn’t strictly fit these prompts, please do!

(Note: You can stretch the text-boxes if you have a lot to tell us)

If you would prefer to email us or send in audio or video then let us know:
UK participants contact: alison.lecornu@conted.ox.ac.uk
US participants contact: dlanclos@uncc.edu
Or you can get in touch via the project’s Facebook page:
http://www.facebook.com/pages/Learning-and-Technology/180629281993770

- In your general use of technology for your studies over the past weeks what would you say has gone particularly well? Why?
- What would you say has not gone as well as you’d hoped or anticipated?
- Have you any examples of when you used technology to help you with something that wasn’t directly to do with your studies?
- Have you got any examples where you didn’t use technology to help with a problem or a project (eg. visiting the library, asking a friend etc)
- Have you picked up any new ways of doing things with technology? (e.g. have you found new ways of searching or have you joined a new social networking site etc.)
- Have you found that an approach to doing something that you’ve used in the past no longer works?
- Have you found any new sources of useful information?
- Is there anything else that you think would be useful for us to know about?